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Abstract

Analytical Methods for Power Monitoring and Control in an Underwater Observatory
Ting Chan

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Chen-Ching Liu
Department of Electrical Engineering

The study of the undersea environment requires the use of scientific instruments at
the bottom of the ocean and in the water column to collect useful data. The traditional
methods of conducting such studies by sending ships or using bottom instruments and
moorings are not able to provide the necessary data over a long period of time due to
weather and energy limitations. The objective of the North Eastern Pacific TimeSeries Undersea Networked Experiment (NEPTUNE) program is to construct an
underwater cabled observatory on the seafloor of the northeast Pacific Ocean off the
coast of Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia, encompassing the Juan de Fuca
Tectonic Plate. This system features over a few dozens of science nodes for the
connection of scientific instruments that enhance our ability to conduct continuous
ocean studies in this region. This dissertation investigates important design and
implementation issues of the NEPTUNE power system.
The power system associated with the proposed observatory is unlike
conventional terrestrial power systems in many ways due to the unique operating
conditions of underwater cabled observatories including the high reliability
requirements and low observability and controllability. These unique aspects of the
NEPTUNE system lead to the development of new hardware and software

applications that will provide an essential and efficient operation environment. In this
dissertation, the solutions to some of the technical problems are proposed.
The design of the Power Monitoring and Control System (PMACS) allows
PMACS to function in a similar way that Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) and Energy Management Systems (EMS) are used to monitor and control
terrestrial systems. A Fault Location algorithm is developed to identify a backbone
cable fault by solving nonlinear equations with only shore station measurements. The
same approach can be applied to underground power systems. In order to handle the
request from the science users to turn their loads on and off, a Load Management
algorithm is proposed based on nonlinear optimization. This algorithm takes into
account the different priorities of science node loads. The PMACS EMS modules
require different parameters in the system model to provide accurate results. The
effect of cable resistance variation due to the temperature of the seawater is
investigated and an algorithm is developed for PMACS to update the resistance values
using a quadratic programming technique.
The algorithms developed in this research addresses challenges and difficulties for
an underwater observatory system. The results presented in this dissertation should be
applicable to similar underwater systems in the future.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The study of the undersea environment requires the use of scientific instruments at
the bottom of the ocean to collect useful data. The traditional method of conducting
such studies is to send a ship to the location of interest to collect data. Due to the
limitation of weather condition, space and time, the information that can be collected
is very limited.

Long-term ocean observatory systems need to be built so that

continuous electrical power can be supplied to science users. This enables the
scientific instruments to operate over a much longer period of time without
interruption. There are currently two types of ocean observatory systems: moorings
and cabled observatory.
The first type requires the placing of buoys and junction boxes on the surface and
the bottom of the ocean. This instrumentation has typically used batteries or a
generator placed inside the buoys for its electrical power requirements [1]. The data
collected are transmitted back to shore via satellite telecommunications. The battery
life and fuel capacity severely restricts the duration as well as the efficiency with
which the studies are conducted.
The second type of ocean observatory is designed by connecting multiple science
nodes at the bottom of the ocean by submarine telecommunication cables from the
shore. Continuous power is supplied to the science nodes from the shore. The
communication capability also enables the collection and transmission of real-time
data. Three different ocean cabled observatories are being developed over the world:
NEPTUNE in North America, ARENA in Japan [2], and ESONET in Europe [3]. The
designs are fundamentally different from one another while aiming at different
requirements and tradeoffs [4]. For example, earthquakes occur periodically in Japan
since it is located near plate boundaries. As a result, one of the primary requirements
of the ARENA power system design is the ability to continue system operation when
there is a disturbance such as catastrophic earthquakes or shunt cable fault to monitor
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the seismic activity. ARENE therefore adopted a constant current power feeding
design which is robust against cable faults. On the other hand, the NEPTUNE power
system is based on a constant voltage power feeding approach. This design allows the
system to deliver a larger amount of power to the science nodes than the constant
current approach. In this dissertation, several aspects of the NEPTUNE system are
discussed in details.

1.1 Overview of NEPTUNE

The objective of the North Eastern Pacific Time-Series Undersea Networked
Experiment (NEPTUNE) program is to construct an underwater cabled observatory
on the floor of the Pacific Ocean, encompassing the Juan de Fuca Tectonic Plate. The
underwater scientific instruments connected to the system can be operated for longterm sustained measurements with real-time two-way communication using the
observatory’s fiber-optic/power cable, facilitating a host of new experimental
capabilities [5]-[9].
The deployment of NEPTUNE will provide a wide range of scientific data of
oceanographic, geological, and ecological processes. Real-time and archived data
collected by the instruments connected to the system at the bottom of the ocean and in
the water column can be provided to scientists, engineers, educators, decision makers,
and learners of all ages with the Internet [10].
NEPTUNE system are shown in Figure 1.1.

The essential elements of the
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Figure 1.1: Essential elements of the NEPTUNE system

Traditional terrestrial power systems are normally AC networked parallel
configurations while underwater telecommunication systems are normally DC series
cabled systems. The proposed NEPTUNE power system differs from both of them in
that the NEPTUNE power system is a DC networked system. It is planned to have
approximately 3000 km of cables with 2 shore stations (Victoria and Nedonna Beach)
and up to 46 science nodes, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. At each of the shore stations, a
−10 kV DC power supply will be used to provide power that serves the entire system.
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Figure 1.2: The NEPTUNE system

The cable connecting the science nodes is called the backbone. At each of the
node locations, a branching unit (BU) is used to connect the backbone cable with the
science node through a spur cable. The connection with the backbone cable, BU, and
the science node is shown in Figure 1.3. In case of a backbone or spur cable fault,
switches in the BU will be opened to isolate the fault so that the rest of the system will
remain in operation. The power supply for the switches inside the BU is based on
Zener diodes. The operation of a BU does not require explicit communications from
the shore stations or science nodes [11]; several different voltage levels provide the
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minimal necessary implicit communication. The design of the BU and the operation
of the switches is presented in [12]. Voltages and currents on the backbone are not
known to the operation center since no measuring device is installed. In the current
design, the length of the backbone cable between each of the BUs ranges from tens of
kilometers to over a hundred kilometers. The lengths of spur cables would be several
to tens of kilometers.

Figure 1.3: Connections between the backbone cable and science node

At each of the science nodes, a DC-DC power converter is used to convert the
voltage level down to 400 V and 48 V for science users. The loads at the science
nodes have a constant power characteristic due to the nature of the DC-DC converters.
Changes in power levels do not have a significant impact on the loads.
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The original proposed NEPTUNE system as shown in Figure 1.2 has been scaled
back significantly. Figure 1.4 shows a recent configuration [13]. This new design has
approximately 2000 km of backbone cables and about a dozen science nodes. The
algorithms developed in this study are based on the original design and can be easily
adapted to the new design.

Figure 1.4: Recent design of NEPTUNE
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Stage 1 of this new design is presently under construction by NEPTUNE Canada
[14]. This regional cabled ocean observatory will be the northern portion of
NEPTUNE. It will be a 4-node, 800 km loop terminated at Port Alberni. It will use a
hybrid series-parallel power system. The series portion will power optical repeaters
and the optical supervisory system that will, among other functions, control the BU
breakers.

1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation

The design of the NEPTUNE power system involves a number of engineering
challenges due to its physical location and the nature of a DC networked
configuration: The repair/replacement cost of a component for an underwater
observatory system can be very high. Therefore, a crucial design criterion for the
NEPTUNE system is a very high level of reliability. The NEPTUNE system has to
provide reliable power and communications to the science nodes for a life span of 30
years [7]. It is also our goal to design and implement the system so that minimum
maintenance is required over the life span. The reliability requirement results in a
system that uses simple designs for the system components which leads to the low
observability of system status. This dissertation addresses a number of issues related
to the design and implementation of an underwater observatory system by developing
new monitoring and control technologies and computational methods.

1.2.1 Power Monitoring and Control System (PMACS)

The monitoring and control of a conventional terrestrial power system is handled
by the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) system and
Energy Management System (EMS) [15]-[17]. As an underwater observatory system,
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the NEPTUNE power system needs to be able to monitor system parameters such as
node voltages and switch status and perform control operations such as adjusting
voltage outputs and switching of loads. Analytical methods for various system aspects
need to be developed.
For NEPTUNE, a Power Monitoring and Control System (PMACS) is developed
that combines the functionalities of SCADA and EMS. The purpose of PMACS is to
provide computer, communication and software facilities for system operators to
monitor and control the system. As a result, a number of modules for PMACS are
developed to provide functions such as fault location, state estimation, load
management and topology identification. The modules for state estimation and
topology identification are developed by Schneider [18]. The modules for fault
location and load management are presented in later chapters of this dissertation. The
design and architecture of PMACS is discussed in Chapter 2.

1.2.2 Fault location

One of the main challenges of the NEPTUNE power system is to identify the
location of a backbone cable fault. Since limited resources are available for the
development of a communications system of adequate reliability, it was decided that
no communication would be available from shore stations to the branching units. As a
result, voltages and currents on the backbone and the status of BU switches are not
known to the operation center at the shore stations. Unlike traditional power systems,
the fundamental assumption is that no instantaneous fault data will be available since
no recording devices and communications are available on the backbone cable.
In the design of NEPTUNE, a single backbone cable fault would not cause a loss
of any science node in most locations after the fault is isolated. However, in case a
section of the backbone cable is missing, the total power that can be delivered to
science nodes can be affected depending on the fault location. Therefore, the faulted
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cable has to be repaired in order to allow the system to operate at full load. In case of
a backbone cable fault, a repair ship is sent to the estimated location of the fault. Deep
sea repairs can be slow and costly; therefore, the Fault Location module of PMACS is
intended to locate a backbone cable fault to within ±1 km.
Typical terrestrial power system techniques require the use of measuring devices
such as Digital Fault Recorder and Phasor Measurement Unit [19]-[20]. The analysis
is done by observing the operations of the circuit breakers and the transients of
voltages. Due to the physical size of the branching units, measuring devices cannot be
installed. The above techniques cannot be applied for lack of these devices. The use of
Time Domain Reflectometry [21] for submarine cable fault location cannot be used in
this system due to the networked configuration and the size of the system. The reflect
signal is too small to be distinguished from noise since the fault might be located
thousand of kilometers away from the source.
In this research, a fault location algorithm is developed based on the available
measurements of voltage and current outputs from the shore stations during a
backbone cable fault. The algorithm uses knowledge of the system topology and
solves for the location of the fault with a set of nonlinear equations. While typical
resistance estimation method for underwater application is done in a point-to-point
manner, the algorithm developed in this study generalizes the procedure by expending
the application to a networked system. The development and implementation of the
fault location algorithm is presented in Chapter 3.

1.2.3 Load Management

Load management is used in conventional power systems to reduce the costs of
operation and increase reliability margin [22]. The methods are normally based on
optimization techniques by maximizing the profit or minimizing the cost. However,
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for the NETPUNE system, the object of load management is to provide the maximum
amount of power to the science node loads without violating any system constraints.
The total power that the NEPTUNE power system can supply to the science nodes
is limited by the voltage outputs of the shore station power supplies and the current
limit of the backbone cable. The nominal voltage output of the power supply at each
shore station is 10kV. The backbone cables have a nominal 10A current limit.
Therefore, the maximum total power the system can provide at any given time is
200kW. Each individual science node can consume up to 10kW. It is clear that the
system would not be able to simultaneously supply the maximum load at every
science node.
The loads at the science nodes are categorized into different priorities. Since
power is a limited resource, it is to be reserved for loads with high priorities in the
case when all loads can not be served. A method for deciding the appropriate action is
needed. For this purpose, a Load Management module using non-linear optimization
based techniques is developed to determine the maximum amount of power that the
system can supply to the individual science nodes without violating any of the system
constraints. This algorithm takes into account the load priorities at the science nodes.
The method aims at a different objective from existing load management techniques.
The proposed algorithm is discussed in Chapter 4.

1.2.4 System Modeling

System modeling and parameter identification are performed in power systems to
ensure that the software modules of EMS provide a good representation of the real
system. To validate the system models, real measured parameters of the system such
as voltages and currents are compared with the ones predicted by the model [23] –
[25]. If a model fails to produce a good estimation of the real system parameter, it
needs to be tuned by adjusting the parameters of the model [26] – [27]. The updating
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process of the model parameters are performed by various numerical techniques such
as the Gauss-Newton method [27] and Genetic Algorithm [28]. The targeting models
of these methods are usually used to predict the dynamic stability and transients of the
system.
The EMS functions of PMACS require a system model in order to provide
accurate results that describe system operating conditions. Instead of updating the
model to predict transients of the system, parameter identification is used to update
the steady state system model. One of the parameters in the system model is the cable
resistances of the backbone and spur cables. The cable resistance is considerably
larger that the ones in conventional terrestrial power systems at about 1 Ω/km. Due to
the high resistance in combination of the physical size of the system, the voltage drop
between the nodes is significant. A small variation in per unit resistance can
potentially lead to an unexpected scenario if the system model does not reflect the
change. The incorrect system model can be identified by comparing the power outputs
at the shore stations and the loads at the science nodes with the outputs from the
power flow model with inputs of voltages at the science nodes. A cable resistance
identification module based on the use of quadratic programming is developed to
solve this problem. The details are provided in Chapter 5.

1.3 Monterey Accelerated Research System

The Monterey Accelerated Research System (MARS) project, headed by
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI), is near completion at the time
of this writing and is scheduled for 2007 installation [29]. The purpose of MARS is to
serve as a test bed for NETPUNE.
The MARS system has one Shore Station and one Science Node as shown in Figure
1.5. There are sea grounds at each end of the system, i.e., the Shore Station and the
Science Node). The cable is standard telecommunications cable (Alcatel OALC4, 17
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mm diameter core, 1.6 Ω/km) and the backbone communications technology is 1 Gb/s
Ethernet.

The communication protocol is TCP/IP. The primary communications

between the Node Controller and the PMACS uses the Ethernet provided by the Data
Communications Subsystem (DCS). There is a secondary serial RS-232
communications channel for use during operations, in the case of a loss of the primary
communications system or for maintenance or troubleshooting.
The Shore Station contains a high voltage power supply from Universal Voltronics
(±15 kV DC, 1.111 A) with adjustable polarity, shore ground, the Power Supply
Controller (PSC), and the PMACS server computer. The server is on the local area
network, synchronized by GPS.

Figure 1.5: The MARS system
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The implementation of the MARS PMACS is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The same
architecture is used by NEPTUNE. PMACS is constructed with a three-layer clientserver architecture. At the lowest layer are the Node Power Controller (NPC) and
Power Supply Controller (PSC), in the middle is the PMACS Server, and on top are
the PMACS Console and Clients. The NPC is consisted of one CPU board and four
analog/digital I/O boards.

The PMACS Server is a HP Intel-based server with

RedHat Linux.

Figure 1.6: MARS PMACS
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The Console and Client software is developed using MS Visual Basic.NET. The
PMACS Console contains the main user interface for the operator to interact with the
actual system, and also provides analytical tools such as the Fault Location and State
Estimation module. The main window of the user interface contains a one line
diagram of the MARS system. There are also multiple windows to show details of the
power subsystem components such as the external loads, internal loads, engineering
sensor outputs, converter status, and power supply status. Many of these windows
also provide the ability for the operator to control the status of the devices. Figure 1.7
shows the external loads window for the MARS PMACS. There may be multiple
Clients but, at any given time, there must be one Console in communication with the
Server. The communications between the Console/Client and the Server is using
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).

Figure 1.7: MARS PMACS external loads window
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The PMACS Server and NPC are able to acquire accurate absolute time-of-day
from the DCS. Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used for time-of-day, with an
accuracy of approximately 10 msec. The NPC, PMACS Server and PMACS Console
are on the same NTP Server to make sure they are all synchronized.
Although the MARS system is much simpler than the planned NEPTUNE system,
with only one shore station and one science node, the PMACS architecture and
operation philosophy is the same. NEPTUNE and MARS have the same State
Estimation and Fault Location modules.

1.3.1 MARS Fault Location Lab Test Results

The Fault Location module of the MARS PMACS uses the same method
described in Chapter 3 to estimate the location of a fault on the backbone cable. The
communications protocols, devices, and PMACS hardware are the same for both
NEPTUNE and MARS. Real-time voltage and current measurements are taken at the
Shore Station by the PSC. The PMACS Server sends the data to the PMACS Console
for the Fault Location module to perform the calculation.
A lab test has been performed to verify the proposed fault location algorithm using
the MARS PMACS software and hardware. Instead of the actual high voltage power
supply, a low voltage power supply is used in the lab environment. Instead of the
Power Supply Controller, a Node Power Controller with similar functionality and
accuracy is used. Resistors are connected in series to simulate the backbone cable.
The Node Power Controller measures the input voltage and current. These
measurements are acquired by PMACS and processed by the Fault Location module
to obtain the (estimated) resistance. The results are shown on the PMACS Console.
The test is conducted at two different voltage levels: 375 V and 48 V. Two
different fault scenarios are tested by using 2 different values of resistances: 29.9 Ω
and 15.43 Ω. Depending on the type of cable being used in Neptune and MARS, these
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values represent the location of the backbone cable fault from the Shore Station.
Measurements are taken over a 10 second time span which includes 10 samples. The
lab test results are shown in Table I.
The results show that the estimated resistances are within 1 Ω of the actual
resistances. These results indicate that the estimated fault location from the proposed
algorithm is within 1 km of the actual fault location.

Table I: Fault location lab test results for MARS
Input Voltage

Measured

Measured

Estimated

Actual

Voltage

Current

Resistance

Resistance

375V

375.53V

12.48A

29.38Ω

29.90Ω

48V

47.44V

1.62A

29.27Ω

29.90Ω

375V

375.62V

24.18A

15.55Ω

15.43Ω

48V

47.46V

3.17A

14.98Ω

15.43Ω

1.4 Organization of Dissertation

In this dissertation, detailed solutions and algorithm are provided including the
general architecture of PMACS and the EMS modules of Fault Location and Load
Management. The cable resistance identification module is also included.
The chapters are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the functionalities and features of SCADA system and EMS.
The design and architecture of the NEPTUNE is discussed.
Chapter 3 describes the fault location requirement of NEPTUNE and provides
details of the formulation and development of the Fault Location Module.
Chapter 4 discusses the issues of management of science node loads and gives a
detailed description of the Load Management module.
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Chapter 5 deals with the variation of cable resistance and explains how that would
lead to a change of system modeling. The problem formulation and technical method
of resistance identification are provided.
Chapter 6 summarizes the contribution of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2: Power Monitoring and Control System

2.1 Overview of Energy Management Systems

Since the New York Blackout of 1965 power system operators have realized the
necessity of coordinated power system operation. A direct result of the 1965 blackout
was the emergence of computerized Energy Management Systems (EMS). Due to the
available technologies of the time, these systems could perform only a limited number
of calculations per second. In order to compensate for this shortcoming in the
hardware, software was highly optimized and tailored specifically to a given hardware
platform. The result of the software optimization was that the various components of
the EMS were so intertwined that they effectively became a single unit.
Figure 2.1 shows the serial manner in which data was handled in the early EMS
systems [15]. In addition, it was standard practice to have separate computers run
different components of the system. The primary reason for this was that while the
network analysis calculations, power flow state estimation, etc., required a large
number of floating point calculations, the inputs from the power system meters
required a large number of interrupts. These two requirements were incompatible and
lead to the use of separate sets of computers, one set for the floating point calculations
required for network analysis, another set for SCADA functions capable of a high
number of interrupts, and possibly a third for data base functions. The use of various
sets of computers compounded the software problems since the code had to be
optimized to work with various combinations of computers. The result of these
systems, often referred to as Legacy systems, was that piecemeal upgrading or
replacement of components of the system was not possible. So by the late 80's,
utilities found themselves with outdated hardware that could not be upgraded,
resulting in a total, and costly, replacement of the EMS
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Figure 2.1: EMS architecture 1960's thru late 1980's

Utilities are accustomed to dealing with components with a life span on the order
of a few decades. This was not the case with the EMSs systems that would become
outdated in less than a decade. This problem was further compounded by the rate at
which hardware and software developed during the 80's and 90's. The solution that
was offered was an open architecture system. An open architecture system contains 5
key concepts that differ radically from the previous closed architecture systems;
portability, interoperability, expandability, modularity, and scalability. Figure 2.2
shows an open architecture of the EMS [16].
•

Portability: Refers to ability of the software to run on different software and
hardware platforms.

•

Interoperability: Refers to the ability to run different software and different
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hardware together in the same network.
•

Expandability: Refers to the ability to increase the size of the system as well as
the scope of the software.

•

Modularity: Refers to the ability to add new software functions without
adversely affecting the rest of the system.

•

Scalability: Refers to the ability to apply the same software to systems of
various sizes.

Figure 2.2: Open architecture of EMS

2.2 Overview of PMACS Architecture

NEPTUNE’s equivalent of a SCADA/EMS is called the Power Monitoring and
Control System (PMACS), which consists of the computer software and hardware that
controls and monitors the NEPTUNE power system in a real-time environment. In
keeping with the open architecture concepts of Figure 2.2, the top level architecture of
NEPTUNE PMACS is shown in Figure 2.3. The power source in the system is the
shore station converter located within a facility sited at the Shore Station. The remote
location is then connected to Operation Center. From the Operation Center the system
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is connected to the Internet via various firewalls. The system can be operated through
three distinct locations; the Shore Station, Operation Center, and the University of
Washington (UW).
Data from the science node enters the remote site through the data
communications subsystem and is routed to the local PMACS computer and to the
local RF transmitter/receiver by the L2/L3 switches. The RF link as well as the
firewalls will be transparent to the PMACS systems for ease of use.

Figure 2.3: Overview of PMACS

PMACS is constructed with a 3-layer client-server architecture as shown in Figure
2.4. The first layer has the Node Power Controller (NPC) and shore Power Supply
Controller (PSC) that interacts with the hardware in the science nodes and shore
stations. The middle layer is the PMACS Server, which is responsible for collecting
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the power system data from science nodes and shore stations, as well as issuing
control actions received from the PMACS console; it is the centralized brain of the
system. The third layer is the PMACS Console and Client that communicate with the
server to gather system parameters such as shore station power supply status, external
and internal load status, current and voltage measurements at each bus, converter
status and engineering sensor measurements. The PMACS Console displays the
system data and is used to perform control actions, such as turning ON/OFF a specific
load, through the user interfaces.

Figure 2.4: Power Monitoring and Control System structure
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2.2.2 PMACS SCADA Functions

PMACS has Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) capabilities.
(The SCADA system is a standard remote monitoring and control system for electric
power systems.) However, PMACS does not have remote control capabilities of the
branching unit (BU) breakers since all the protection logics are implemented at the
local BU.
According to [17], a SCADA system should have at least one master station and
one remote station. It is also common for a system to have several remote stations.
For NEPTUNE, there are two ways of implementing the master and remote stations.
The first is to have both shore stations serving as sub-master stations and have a third
centralized location to be the master station. The science nodes will be the remote
stations. In this case, both sub-master stations gather system data and transfer the data
to the master station. The communication between the two sub-master systems is also
necessary. The master station does not communicate with the remote stations.
Another way to implement this is to have both shore stations serving as master
stations. One of them is set to be the primary master station and the other one as the
secondary master station. The remote stations are the science nodes which gather and
transmit data to the masters. Both shore stations need to be able to communicate with
each other as well as the remote stations. In the case of a primary master station
failure, the secondary master station will take over. The connections between master
and remote stations are shown in Figure 2.5.
The master station(s) consists of dual computer systems: the primary computer
system and the backup computer system. Both computers are connected to the remote
stations through the communications interface. In case of a primary computer system
failure, the complete computer system is switched to the backup unit.
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Figure 2.5: Master/remote station interconnections

The man/machine interface (MMI) or person machine interface (PMI) is a
standard component of any SCADA system. It is defined as the way an operator
interacts with equipment [17]. The interface should include information displays and
control capabilities. Information displays can be best represented by a windows-based
graphical user interface (GUI) which has a 1-line diagram of the system with multiple
levels of details. The user should be able to click on a system component to view
detailed information. System components should also be color-coded to indicate the
status. In case of an abnormal operating condition of the system, a visual and/or
audible indication should be used to alert the operator. The operator should be able to
perform standard PMACS functions such as State Estimation and Fault Location
through the GUI. Control capabilities of the MMI should include the use of standard
windows input devices such as mouse and keyboard. The science nodes are serving as
the remote stations. Analog data such as voltage and current measurements as well as
digital data such as converter status will be sent to the master station or the sub-master
station based on configuration through the communication system every second.
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2.3.1 PMACS EMS Functions

PMACS not only serves as a data acquisition system but also an Energy
Management System (EMS). Energy Management System functions are performed at
the PMACS Console. Outputs will be sent to the PMACS Server and to the MMI for
display. The PMACS Energy Management System consists of four separate modules:
State Estimation, Topology Identification, Fault Location, and Load Management.
The Fault Location module and Load Management module will be discussed in
detail in later chapters of this dissertation.

2.3 PMACS Implementation

PMACS consist of 4 distinct functions; person machine interface (PMI), network
analysis and control, data acquisition and control (DAC) node, and the PMACS
internal Archive. Figure 2.6 gives an overview of the components of PMACS as well
as their associated subcomponents.

2.3.1 Data Acquisition and Control (DAC)

There are two paths for communications in the NEPTUNE system; the
primary and secondary systems. The secondary, out-of-band, is little more than a
9600 baud trouble shooting and maintenance system. The primary system is a gigabit
Ethernet connection that will normally transmit and receive all of the PMACS
telemetered data, as well as science data. While there is only a single fiber path there
are conceptually three paths for data to flow into and out of PMACS. Figure 2.7
indicates that all of the data must go through one of the three paths; the command
sequence generator, the alert handler, or the data collector. Data can either be
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generated on the primary or secondary communications system, in either case the data
is processed in the same manner.

Figure 2.6: Overview of NEPTUNE PMACS components
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Figure 2.7: Data acquisition and control node

2.3.1.1 Command Sequence Generator (CSG)

The command sequence generator handles all the commands that are
generated within the various sections of PMACS. Commands can be generated from
the PMI, or the network analysis module. Although the communication system is
extremely capable and reliable, it cannot be counted on to be available 100% of the
time. Therefore, the possibility must be allowed for that communications will fail
during the time a command is being sent to an instrument or a subsystem. The effect
of such a failure may be to leave the instrument or subsystem in an unknown or
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undesired state. While there are ways to design systems to recover autonomously
from loss of communications situations, it is better to guard against unpredictable
behavior by sending not commands, but command sequences to the node. The
equipment in the node is then programmed not to act until a complete sequence has
been received at the node, and its acknowledgement received at shore.
A sequence generator is therefore inserted between the command requests and the
communication system. Normally, commands will lead directly to command
sequences, and these will be sent forthwith via the communication system. By sending
a command sequence instead of simple commands, communications errors can be
avoided. The command generator encodes each command with a header and footer
and sends it to the appropriate node controller. The node controller will only execute
commands that are accompanied by a complete header and footer, thus preventing the
execution of partial commands.
All commands that are sent from the command sequence generator are stored in
the PMACS internal archive. The command sequence generator is capable of
asynchronous communications.

2.3.1.2 Alert Handler

The alert handler is the communications buffer that collects all of the alarms,
messages, and other alerts from the science node(s). This data is then passed on to the
PMI as well as being stored in the PMACS internal archive. The alert handler is
capable of asynchronous communications.
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2.3.1.3 Data Collector

The data collector is the communications buffer that collects the power system
data from the science node(s) and the shore station converter. The data is then sent to
the network analysis and control module as well as the PMI. The data collector polls
the data from the science node(s) and shore station converter at a rate that is
determined by an input from the user via the PMI, tentatively 1 Hz. The data will be
time stamped with a resolution of 1 µs, and the precision is 10 ms.

2.3.1.4 Data Archiving
PMACS will maintain an internal data archive of all system status, parameters,
commands, load, schedules, etc. The Node status updates will be synchronously read
at a 1Hz rate and all this data will be written to the archive. In addition, all
asynchronous data – commands, alerts, schedule changes, etc. – will also be written to
the archive. PMACS will maintain 2 internal data archives at 2 different locations –
one at the PMACS Server and one at the PMACS Console.
All data that is written to the internal archive will also be transmitted over the
network to an external archiving system that can easily be replicated else where. All
data will be archived in comma separated ASCII format.

2.3.2 Network Analysis and Control (NAC)

The network analysis and control module is where most of the power system
calculations are performed as shown in Figure 2.8. Raw data from the power system is
supplied to the NAC via the DAC and operational parameters are input via the PMI.
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Commands and system status are then generated and supplied to the DAC, PMI, and
the Load Management module as well as being stored in the PMACS internal archive.
Raw data is supplied to the state estimation block which determines the state of
the system, including any unknown values. The state variables include the
measurements of voltage and current at the nodes. These values, along with the raw
data are then used to determine the correct topology of the system. Since state
estimation requires knowledge of the correct system topology there will be feedback
loop between the state estimation and topology identification block. In addition it is
possible for the topology identification block to generate a variation in the shore
station voltage, with approval via the PMI, in order to determine the correct topology
of the system.

Figure 2.8: Network analysis and control
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2.3.3 Person Machine Interface (PMI)

The PMI is duplicated at each of the PMACS control stations; Shore Station,
Operation Center, and UW as shown in Figure 2.9. There are three classifications for
the operations of the PMI; displayed values, input values, and operator actions.
Displayed values are items such as science node voltage, science node current,
low voltage breaker positions, low voltage connector currents, and ground fault
indications.
Input values are items such as shore station voltage, backbone low voltage
warning level, backbone low voltage limit, backbone low voltage emergency control
limit, and backbone high current thresholds.
Operator actions are items such as approval for adjusting shore station voltage
level for topology identification and approval for load shedding.
The PMI also allows for the option of performing off-line system analysis
such as power flow and dynamic simulation.
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Figure 2.9: PMACS console user interface components

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, the functional description of the Power Monitoring and Control
System is presented. The architecture of PMACS consists of the NPC/PSC, Server,
and Console. A detailed description is provided for the individual components and
modules such as command sequence generator and alert.
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Chapter 3: NEPTUNE Fault Location

3.1 Survey of Existing Methods for Fault Location

Traditional power system fault location techniques involve the use of different
protection or recording devices, such as Digital Fault Recorders [19], Phasor
Measurement Units [20], Digital Relays [30], and Sequence of Events Recorders [31].
Fault locating methods are normally based on transients in voltages and currents
measured by these devices. The usage of these types of devices is not feasible for
NEPTUNE due to the physical size limitation of branching units and science nodes.
A common method for identifying submarine cable faults is Time Domain
Reflectometry (TDR) [21]. The same method is used in underground distribution
systems [32]. These applications are used for cable lengths from hundreds of meters
to tens of kilometers. Faults on the NEPTUNE power system can be situated 1000
kilometers from the shore. If TDR is used, the reflected signal from the fault would be
very weak. Furthermore, the branching unit switches and Zener diodes will also
generate a large number of reflected signals which further complicate the process of
distinguishing the signal from the noise. Hence, it is determined that TDR is
impractical for NEPTUNE due to the attenuation and network configuration of the
cable system.
For typical submarine cables, fault location can be conducted by applying voltage
and current at one end of the cable into the fault and estimating the resistance of the
cable [33]. This method would not work for the NEPTUNE system since it is a
networked configuration.
In this research, a new fault location algorithm is derived and implemented for a
networked DC power system with low observability. The proposed algorithm makes
use of the voltage and current measurements taken at the shore stations. The approach
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estimated the location of the fault based on the resistance taken into account the
networked system topology
Underwater power systems require a highly accurate fault location technique due to
the high cost of repair. The algorithm developed in this research does not require
extensive monitoring devices to be installed at various locations on the system.
Similar methods may be applied to some terrestrial power systems such as
underground distribution systems. Underground distribution systems need to be
highly reliable since they are usually located in urban areas with a higher density of
load. The difficulty of locating or repairing an underground cable fault is significantly
higher than overhead lines. The method described in this paper is a good addition to
the existing fault location techniques such as TDR.
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has a project that uses a similar
concept [34] to locate cable faults for rural distribution systems. The research is based
on the method described in [35] which uses a Feeder Monitoring System (FMS) to
record the voltages and currents on a feeder. This method uses the recorded fault
current to compare with a default value stored in a database to estimate the location of
a fault based on the feeder impedance.
Impedance-based fault location techniques are used in power systems. The most
common impedance-based methods are one-end and two-end methods [36]. The
applications are for a single line of AC systems. The method proposed in this paper
uses a similar method which is designed for a networked DC system.

3.2 Fault Location Formulation

For the NEPTUNE power system, a backbone cable fault causes the entire system
to shut down because of voltage collapse. The system then restarts with the shore
station voltage at a low positive voltage, +500 V. During this time, all switches in the
BU will close onto the fault. Since the DC-DC converters at the science nodes require
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an operating voltage < −5.9 kV, none of the converters will be turned on at the low
voltage level of +500 V and, as a result, there is no load or communication in the
system. The only circuit carrying currents consists of the backbone cable and the fault
in the system. Voltage and current measurements are taken at both shore stations.
These measurements will be used by PMACS to determine the fault location. After
PMACS takes all the measurements, the polarity at the shore power supply will be
reversed (−500 V), a sequence that causes the backbone switches to open and isolate
the fault. Service to all loads at the science nodes is then restored [11]-[12] by
applying the full −10 kV.
In the fault location mode, all switches will be closed and the fault point is
drawing all the current, i.e., there are no other loads. Since communication is not
available, the only accessible operating conditions are the voltage and current outputs
at the shore stations. PMACS uses these measurements to estimate the total cable
resistance and the distances between shore stations and the fault.
To locate a backbone cable fault, several additional factors need to be taken into
account:
1) the fault characteristics,
2) fault resistance,
3) topology of the system,
4) cable resistance,
5) voltage drop along the cable,
6) measurement errors.

3.2.1 Fault Modeling

A shunt fault on a submarine cable occurs when the cable’s insulation deteriorates,
allowing sea water to contact the conductor. Typical causes of shunt faults are:
•

Cable is abraded or partially cut. This can occur if the cable is dragged along
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the sea floor by a ship’s anchor, fishing gear or ocean currents and it sustains cuts and
abrasion on the rocky seafloor or outcrops. Trawling is the main cause for this kind of
cable fault.
•

Cable has a manufacturing flaw such as a void or an inclusion in the insulation.

If the field at that point is high enough, dielectric breakdown can occur.
In most cases, the cable remains a single piece connecting to the ground with
some resistance, instead of completely breaking into two separate pieces [33]. The
fault on a given link between two Branching Units (BU) can therefore be modeled by
the configuration in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Fault model

In Figure 3.1, R_AB is the resistance of the cable link between branching units A
and B. R_fault is the unknown fault resistance, and n and m are the unknown
fractional distances from each of the BUs to the fault location, i.e., n + m = 1.
The fault resistance can vary over a range from a few ohms to tens of ohms
depending on the condition of the damaged cable and how much conductor is exposed
to sea water. This range is based on the findings and experience over years by the
author of [33] using a fall-of-potential test.
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3.2.2 Component Modeling

It is known that the nominal resistance of the cable is 1 Ω/km or 1.6 Ω/km
depending on which of the two types of cable is adopted. Each section will be
precisely measured in factory during assembly at a known temperature. However,
depending on the actual temperature of the sea water, it could be a few percent lower
or higher. There is a temperature coefficient associated with the cable that can be used
to calculate the actual resistance based on the temperature of the water (which will
likely be available from independent measurements). The estimation of cable
resistance can also be done by State Estimation [18], [37].

Figure 3.2: Branching unit

Besides the cable resistance, constant voltage drops along each section of the
cable need to be considered while locating the fault. Across each repeater on the cable,
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there is a voltage drop. Since a BU includes series Zener diodes, as shown in Figure
3.2, there is also a constant voltage drop across each BU. Assuming a BU as shown
in Figure 3.2, the voltage drop across the BU is calculated as in (3.1):

V BU = 2 × VZener Re verse + 2 × VZenerForward

(3.1)

Where:
VBU: voltage drop across a branching unit
VZenerReverse: reverse bias voltage of a zener diode
VZenerForward: forward bias voltage of a zener diode
The zener diode reverse bias voltage is 6.9V, and the forward bias voltage is 0.7V.
Therefore, the voltage drop across one BU circuit is 15.2V. The voltage drop across a
repeater is 7.6V. The total voltage drop for each section of the backbone is the sum of
the repeater voltage drop and the BU voltage drop.

3.2.3 System Modeling

As mentioned, the minimum operating voltage for the DC/DC converters in the
science nodes is -5.9 kV; therefore, there is no load in the system during fault location
except the fault itself. Since all switches will be closed onto the fault, the topology of
the entire system is known when taking the measurements. The fault is not isolated
until all measurements are taken.
Since the system is a meshed network, currents converge to the fault point through
multiple paths. Since the system topology is known, the equations for each path can
be written taking into account the unknown currents, and known cable resistances and
voltage drops. Figure 3.3 shows the system topology with node and link numbers.
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Figure 3.3: System topology with node and link numbers

3.2.3.1 Generalization

For a system with a meshed structure, each branch corresponds to an unknown
current. A fault from a line to ground is also modeled as a branch. For a system
condition under which no external load is connected, the fault current is known and it
is the sum of all input currents.
For a system with multiple sources, multiple equations can be written based on the
circuit parameters and the current flowing through each path. For a Y-shape branch,
there are a total of three currents, but one of them can be expressed as the sum or
difference of the other two. When there is no external load, 1/3 of the branch currents
can be expressed in terms of a known current and another unknown current(s). This
procedure reduces the total number of unknowns in the system to 2/3 of the number of
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unknown currents plus the addition of the fault resistance and faulted section cable
resistance. For a fault on a system with multiple sources to be determined, the total
number of paths from the sources to the fault should be larger than or equal to the
total number of unknowns for any given fault in the system.
Based on the result from the previous paragraph, the total number of unknowns
for the NEPTUNE system is 7, i.e., fault resistance, faulted cable resistance fraction n,
and the number of unknown currents on different paths. There are 2 sources and the
number of available paths from the 2 sources to anywhere in the system is larger than
7. Therefore, all fault locations on the NEPTUNE system are well specified. The
equations for the paths can be written in the following general form (3.2):

1
VSSi = ∑ ( I p ij R p ij + VD pij ) + VD _ faulted _ link
2
p ij
+ I faulted _ link nR faulted _ link + I f R f
where:
VSS i: Voltage outputs of Shore Station i, i = 1, 2
Pij : j th path from shore station i to the fault, i=1, 2
Ipij : Currents on links of the path
Rpij : Cable resistance of the links of the path
VDpij: Voltage drop across links of the path
VD_faulted_link: Voltage drop across the faulted link
Ifault_link\: Current on the faulted link
n: Per unit distance of the faulted link
Rfault_link: Cable resistance of the faulted link
If: Fault current
Rf: Fault resistance

(3.2)
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In the proposed formulation, the current direction is assumed to be from the shore
station toward the fault. The equations needed are chosen based on the shortest
distance paths from each shore station to the faulted link. Current directions on the
shortest path will apply to the next paths identified for loop analysis. Since the cable
resistance is associated with an error, the shortest cable length would introduce the
smallest error. In PMACS, the paths are identified automatically by shortest-path
search.

3.2.3.2 System Modeling for NEPTUNE

Now suppose a backbone cable fault is present on cable link 9 between nodes 4
and 5. The voltage and current measurements from both shore stations are given.
Since the topology is known, the loop equation from each shore station to the fault
can be written. For the loop equations, path P11 includes cable links 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
and path P12 includes cable links 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, and 10. Each equation is nonlinear with unknown currents as in (3.3) and (3.4). The non-linearity is due to the
nature of the Zener diodes in the system.

V SS 1 = I 1 R 1 + V D 1 + I 2 R 2 + V D 2 + I 3 R 3 + V D 3
+ I 4R4 + VD 4 + I5R5 + VD5 + I6R6 + VD6
+

1
V D 9 + I 9 ' nR
2

9

+ I9R

(3.3)

f

V SS 2 = I 25 R 25 + V D 25 + I 24 R 24 + V D 24 + I 23 R 23 + V D 23
+ I 22 R 22 + V D 22 + I 21 R 21 + V D 21
+ I 10 R 10 + V D 10 +

1
V D 9 + I 9 " mR 9 + I 9 R f
2

where:
VSS i: Voltage outputs of Shore Station i, i = 1, 2

(3.4)
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Ik: Current on link k, k = 1…50
VD k: Voltage drop across link k, k = 1…50
I9’: Current on link 9 from Node 4 to fault
I9 : Current on link 9 from Node 5 to fault
m, n: Per unit distance of Link 9
Rf: Fault resistance
The faulted link can be expressed in per unit length such that:

nR fault _ link + mR fault _ link = R fault _ link

(3.5)

Additional non-linear equations need to be written by loop analysis from the shore
stations to the fault via the next shortest paths from shore stations 1 and 2,
respectively, as shown in (3.6) and (3.7).

V SS 1 = I 1 R 1 + V D 1 + I 2 R 2 + V D 2 + I 3 R 3 + V D 3
+ I 4 R4 + V D 4 + I 5 R5 + V D 5 + I 7 R7 + V D 7
+ I 11 R 11 + V D 11 + I 12 R 12 + V D 12 + I 13 R 13 + V D 13
+ I 17 R 17 + V D 17 + I 16 R 16 + V D 16 + I 15 R 15 + V D 15

(3.6)

+ I 14 R 14 + V D 14 + + I 10 R 10 + V D 10
+

1
V D 9 + I 9 " mR 9 + I 9 R f
2

V SS 2 = I 25 R 25 + V D 25 + I 24 R 24 + V D 24 + I 23 R 23 + V D 23
+ I 22 R 22 + V D 22 + I 22 R 22 + V D 22 + I 21 R 21 + V D 21

− (I 14 R14 + V D 14 ) − (I 15 R15 + V D 15 ) − (I 16 R16 + V D 16 )

− (I 17 R17 + V D 17 ) − (I 13 R13 + V D 13 ) − (I 12 R12 + V D 12 )
− (I 11 R11 + V D 11 ) − (I 7 R 7 + V D 7 )
+ I 6 R6 + V D 6 +

1
V D 9 + I 9 ' nR 9 + I 9 R f
2

(3.7)
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Note that all link currents are unknowns; however, since there is no load during
fault location, shore station currents are feeding the fault point. Therefore:
I SS 1 + I SS 2 = I 9

(3.8)

where:
ISS i : Current outputs of Shore Station i, i = 1, 2
From the topology of the system, it can be seen that:
I SS1 = I1 = I 2 = I 3 = I 4 = I 5

(3.9)

I SS 2 = I 23 = I 24 = I 25

(3.10)

I 7 = I11 = I12 = I13 = I SS1 − I 6

(3.11)

I14 = I15 = I16 = I17 = I 9" − I 21

(3.12)

Similarly, the current of any other link can be written as an expression of the
known currents ISS1, ISS2 and some unknown current(s). Substitute (3.9-3.12) into
(3.3), (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7), the number of unknowns in the equations is reduced. The
number of non-linear equations needed to solve a fault on a specific link is different
for each link.
The number of non-linear equations should be 1 less than the number of
unknowns since there is an unknown fault resistance. However, with the addition of
(3.5), there is an equal number of equations and hence the solution can be found by
numerical techniques. MATLAB is used to solve the non-linear equations for the
values of m and n.
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3.3 Worst Case Analysis

When taking the voltage and current measurements at the two shore stations, each
of them is subject to error. This error affects the result of the estimated resistance and
hence the estimated fault location. To reduce the error effect, multiple independent
measurements should be taken at shore stations.
Assume that the line resistance is 1 Ω/km. Since the goal is to locate the fault to
within ±1 km, the error in terms of resistance should be within ±1Ω. If the error in
resistance for the worst case can be contained within ±1Ω, the error in fault distance
would be smaller than ±1 km for any other cases. In this study, a worst case analysis
is conducted to determine the maximum allowable voltage and current measurement
errors.
Note that the worst case resistance as a random variable and its variances are
given by:

V1
= Rmax
I1
2
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2
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2

 ∂R 
 ∂R 
 ∂R  ∂R 
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Now assume a non-worst case R < Rmax, V1 remains the same since it is the shore
station output voltage and hence the non-worst case current I1’ > I1.

V1
=R
I1'
2

2
 V 
1
 1  V 
σ = σ  '  + σ I21  − 1 2  + 2σ V1Ii  '  − 1 2 
'
 I' 
 I1 
 I1  I1 
 1 
⇒ σ R2 < σ R2max
2
R

2
V1

( )

( )

Using the values for the NEPTUNE system, it is found that the worst case is a
fault on link 50 since the cable resistance and voltage drops are both the largest
among all fault scenarios. This analysis suggests that if the algorithm can locate a
fault on link 50 within ±1 km, it should locate any other fault on the NEPTUNE
system within better than ±1 km.

3.4 Voltage Level Requirements

As mentioned, when a fault occurs, the system shuts down and then restarts with a
positive voltage. The Zener diodes have a knee current of about 150 mA. In this
region, the voltage drop is proportional to the current (and hence is not constant). Due
to the nature of the system, some currents on the branches might be very small. Since
there is no communication during the fault location mode, the currents on the
branches are unknown. Therefore, voltage outputs at the shore stations need to reach a
sufficient level to ensure that all currents on the branches are large enough so that the
Zener diodes will have constant voltage drops. The shore station voltage requirements
vary when a fault is located on different links. For a fault on a specific link, there is a
required minimum voltage to locate the fault to within 1 km. There is also a maximum
voltage level for each specific scenario since the maximum current allowed on a
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backbone cable should not exceed 10A. If the voltage at the shore station is higher
than the maximum allowable level, the backbone current exceeds 10A somewhere in
the system.
During restarting, sometimes voltage and current measurements for fault location
are taken before the system goes back to normal operation. In this case, the faulted
link is not known at the point when measurements are taken. Therefore, the voltage
levels to apply at the shore stations cannot be determined. Instead, current outputs at
the shore stations are raised until the sum of the two currents is close to 10 A. This
ensures that Zener diodes are operating in the saturated region, and the constraint of
10 A is not exceeded.
If the system operator decides to go back to normal operation without taking fault
measurements and come back for the measurements at a later time, the faulted link
can be identified before the measurements are taken. In this case, the system can
apply a voltage level that would guarantee the sufficient level of current in the
branches without violating the current limit. Figure 3.4 shows the minimum and
maximum allowable voltage levels necessary to resolve a fault location on a given
link to the desired accuracy.
Notice that link 1 and link 25 are connected to the shore stations. If the fault is
located close to the shore station, even a small voltage might result in a high current.
Since the true fault location is not known, the maximum voltage level can not be used
in order to avoid a current that exceeds 10 A. Instead, the voltage at the shore stations
is increased until the current reaches 5 A. The corresponding voltage and current
measurements are then used to perform the fault location.
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Figure 3.4: Voltage requirements

3.5 Simulation Results for the NEPTUNE System

The first step to estimate the fault location for the NEPTUNE power system is to
formulate the set of non-linear equations similar to (3.3) and (3.4) for the proposed
topology shown in Figure 3.3. Port Alberni is Shore Station 1, and Nedonna Beach is
Shore Station 2. For a given fault, the fault location algorithm constructs the nonlinear equations based on the discussion in Section 3.2.3.2. The faulted link can be
identified by the algorithm described in [38]. Although the constant voltage drops on
the cable sections are not shown on the figure, their values are taken into account
when formulating the equations. The number of equations required to solve for the
fault location depends on the specific faulted link.
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Table II shows some results of simulated cable faults on different links with
different fault resistances. A normally distributed random error of zero mean and
0.01% standard deviation is added to the voltage and current shore station
measurements. The calculation has been performed 30 times simulating 30 sets of
independent measurements.

Table II: Fault location results for NEPTUNE
Faulted Link

Faulted Location

Fault

Estimated Fault Location

Resistance
9

20km from Node 4

2Ω

19.5km from Node 4

12

40km from Node 30

1Ω

39.7km from Node 30

16

25km from Node 40

2Ω

24.2km from Node 40

22

71km from Node 7

1Ω

71.6km from Node 7

28

10km from Node 44

1Ω

10.8km from Node 44

35

40km from Node 21

3Ω

38.6km from Node 21

44

20km from Node 12

3Ω

20.8km from Node 12

50

50.8km from Node 37

0Ω

49.9km from Node 37

Assume that a fault is presented at the far end of link 50 to represent the worst
case scenario. When both shore stations have a voltage output of 4300 V, I1 is 1.51 A
and I2 is 4.33 A. A normally distributed random error of zero mean and 0.01%
standard deviation is added to these simulated voltage and current measurements. The
calculation was performed 30 times simulating 30 sets of independent measurements.
When solving the non-linear equations, it yields an average solution of n = 0.9958 and
m = 0.0042. Since the line segment is 215 km long, the error in estimating the fault
location is m times 215 or 0.9 km. Therefore, it shows that 4300 V from both shore
stations would be a sufficient voltage level to handle the worst case. For faults in
different locations in the system, the voltage level does not exceed 4300 V.
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As shown in Table II, the estimated fault location is very close to the actual
location in most cases. The only case where the algorithm does not meet the 1 km
requirement is the cable fault on Link 35, with an error of 1.4 km. This could be due
to the fact that Link 35 is very far from both shore stations yielding large errors in
measurements and the fault resistance is larger than other cases.

3.6 Software Implementation of the Fault Location Module

As shown in Figure 3.5, the implementation of the proposed fault location
algorithm for PMACS requires the following information as shown in Figure 3.5:
1) faulted link identity,
2) real-time voltage and current measurements from both shore stations, and
3) system topology.
The faulted link will be identified by the Topology Identification module of
PMACS. PMACS will set the voltage levels for the shore stations and measure the
current outputs. The topology is stored in a database. Once the NEPTUNE system
restarted after a shutdown due to a fault, the PMACS Fault Location module will
apply the knowledge of the system topology combined with the measurements from
the shore station and the algorithm described in the previous sections to identify the
location of the backbone cable fault. Once the fault is located, PMACS will adjust the
shore station voltage outputs to -500 V so that the fault will be cleared by the switches
in the Bus and the system can be restored to normal operations. During these
operations, the PMACS Console is only able to receive data and send command to the
shore stations.
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Figure 3.5: Fault location implementation for PMACS

In this study, a software module has been developed for the fault location function.
Figure 3.6 shows the PMACS user interface for the Fault Location module for
NEPTUNE. Currently, the shore station measurements are generated by simulated
data. The measurements are processed by the fault location algorithm software. The
estimated fault location is displayed through the user interface.
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Figure 3.6: PMACS user interface for fault location

3.7 Summary

The algorithm developed in this chapter is a full scale version of the resistance
estimation method that is used in point-to-point underwater applications. The
algorithm applies the available voltage and current measurements from the shore
station to identify the location of a backbone cable fault. It has the ability to locate a
cable fault in a meshed configuration and does not have the limitation of cable length
as it does for the TDR method. The same algorithm may also be applied in
underground cable systems or HVDC systems.
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Chapter 4 Neptune Load Management

4.1 Introduction

For conventional power systems, the goals of load management are normally to
reduce the operational cost or increase reliability margin of the system [22], [39]-[41].
However, for the NEPTUNE power system, the purpose of the Load Management
module of PMACS is to determine the maximum amount of load the system can serve
without violating any system constraint. Even though current battery operated
oceanographic equipment often requires less than 1 W, it is expected (and hoped) that
the nominal 10 kW at a node will be quickly utilized for lighting (e.g., for high
definition video), battery charging (autonomous undersea vehicles), pumping of water
(high

volume

chemical

sampling),

and

acoustics

systems

(navigation,

communications and tomography). Thus, managing the limited resource of power
given the various constraints will likely be an immediate challenge.
The total power the system can provide is limited by the maximum voltage output
of the power supplies as well as the current limit on the backbone cables. The nominal
voltage output of the power supply at each shore station is 10 kV. The backbone
cables have a nominal 10 A current limit. Therefore, the maximum total power the
system can provide at any given time is 200 kW. Each individual science node can
consume up to 10 kW. A portion of the power is to be used to supply the
communications devices at the science nodes which are the internal loads. Assuming
the power delivered to the internal loads is 1000 W, the peak power delivered to
science users is 9 kW at each science node. It is clear that the system would not be
able to simultaneously supply the maximum load at every science node.
In the NEPTUNE power system, the amount of power being delivered to the
external loads at science nodes is defined by contracts with the science users. The user
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contract provides specifications of the load including the nominal amount of power
the load is to consume as well as the priority of the load. Should the user’s equipment
develop a fault so that the power demand exceeds the agreed amount, control should
be taken to limit the power. PMACS will determine if power consumption should be
limited using the acquired data. A related effort is the disconnection of users in the
event that the power, a limited resource, is to be reserved for high-priority
applications. For example, it may be decided that priority should be given to lights
and removed from battery recharging when some sudden underwater event such as an
earthquake is detected. To disconnect the users, PMACS identifies the appropriate
switches to open so that service to other loads will not be disrupted. PMACS
maintains a list of priorities of the loads and uses the information on power
consumption and the agreement between NEPTUNE and users to determine whether
it is necessary to shed load. Based on the power available, PMACS identifies load
devices that need to be shed for the operating condition. There are three levels of
priorities: high, medium, and low. The system will try to serve the loads at a higher
priority before attempting to serve loads at a lower priority. It is assumed that the
complexities of sensor networks (e.g., tree and mesh structures) beyond the primary
science nodes are unimportant here. Note that over-current conditions resulting from a
fault should be handled by the protection system. The task of the Load Management
module in PMACS is to handle high currents due to overloading.
In the current design of NEPTUNE, the length of the backbone cable between
each of the BUs ranges from tens of kilometers to over a hundred kilometers. The
lengths of spur cables would be several to tens of kilometers. Typical cable resistance
is 1-1.6 Ω/km. Since the resistances of long cable sections are not small, the voltage
drops from the shore stations to the remote locations will be significant. If the current
on a 100 km backbone cable between 2 nodes equals 1 A, the voltage drop between
the nodes would be 100 V if the cable resistance is 1 Ω/km. Each DC-DC converter at
the science nodes has an internal control loop to regulate its own load voltage.
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However, the DC-DC converters serving the loads can not operate if the input voltage
drops below (in absolute value) 5.9kV. Hence, PMACS must be able to monitor node
voltages and determine if it is necessary to raise or drop source voltages and/or drop
load so that the entire voltage profile along the cable system remains within an
acceptable range at all times. A voltage profile is illustrated in Figure 4.1. One of the
constraints of the Load Management algorithm is to ensure that voltage levels at all
science nodes are within range.

Figure 4.1: Voltage profile with limits

In a similar manner, PMACS must monitor the current profile along the backbone.
The current limit used for the backbone cable is 10A. In a normal condition, overcurrent would not occur. However, if one of the shore stations is out of service and all
loads are served from the remaining shore station, load currents will increase
significantly for some sections of the backbone, particularly those sections close to
the shore station in service. The Load Management module takes into account the
current limit as one of the constraints and determines the new optimal operating
condition when the system topology is changed.
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4.1.1 Operation Modules of Load Management

The Load Management of PMACS can be divided into three operation modules
for different aspects of the system. The goal is to deliver the maximum power while
satisfying all the constraints under various scenarios: real-time, planning, and system
restore.

Three different modules as shown in Figure 4.2 are defined to handle

different scenarios of the NEPTUNE power system. The control capabilities of
PMACS enable the system to regulate itself under abnormal operating condition so
that it would reach its sub-optimal state by delivering the maximum amount of power
to the science users.
Security Analysis

On-Line Operation

System Restoration

and Control

Figure 4.2: Load management modules

4.1.1.1 Security Analysis

The power consumption of any science user is limited by a user contract. When a
science user request to turn on the load at a particular science node, security analysis
is performed to make sure the addition of the load would not lead to a violation of any
voltage or current constraint. If the addition of the load leads to any violation of the
system constraints, PMACS will decide the best approach to redistribute the loads at
the science nodes. The goal here is to maximize the load to be served according to the
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priorities and satisfy all the constraints. Given that the new load is of a particular
priority, it is expected to keep all the existing loads with equal or higher priority and
shed loads with lower priority during redistribution.
•

Receive request from science user

•

Check system constraints with additional load
o Science node voltages
o Backbone currents

•

Determine optimal control actions to be taken if needed
o Adjust shore station voltages
o Reduce lower priority loads
4.1.1.2 System Restoration

After a system shutdown, the system restoration procedure is performed in a
sequential manner for PMACS to take fault location measurements and the BUs to
isolate the backbone/spur cable fault. When the system is restored to normal operating
voltage level, there will be a time interval of approximately 4~5 minutes for the NPC
and communication devices to restart before PMACS can receive any data or perform
any control action to the science nodes. PMACS would then need to perform state
estimation and topology identification to identify the new system topology and check
if all the operation constraints are satisfied. If not, PMACS would need to calculate to
either adjust the shore station voltage output or reduce low priority load at the science
node. The algorithm is required to shed the minimum amount of load while
maintaining all the constraints.
•
•
•
•

Check current system topology
Check current load profile from all science nodes
Update power flow algorithm with new topology
Check system constraints
o Science node voltages
o Backbone currents
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•

Determine best control action to be taken if needed with new topology
o Adjust shore station voltages
o Reduce low priority loads

4.1.1.3 On-Line Operation and Control

During operation of the NEPTUNE system, PMACS will monitor all power system
data from the shore stations and science nodes. System analysis tools such as State
Estimation are performed regularly. If any abnormal condition is detected by PMACS
such as voltage violations or over-current problem, the on-line operation and control
module will determine the appropriate control actions to be taken to maintain the
system in its normal operating state. The control actions can include the adjustment of
the shore station voltage or load shedding. The goal is to maximize the total power
delivered to the science users while satisfying all the constraints.
•
•
•
•

Monitor real time operating state
Check system constraints
o Science node voltages
o Backbone currents
Determine if any constraint is violated
Determine optimal control actions to be taken if needed
o Adjust shore station voltages
o Reduce lower priority loads

4.2 Nonlinear Optimization Based Load Management

The proposed Load Management module is developed using a nonlinear
optimization technique. All loads in the system are categorized according to priority.
The Load Management algorithm takes into account the priorities of loads by
assigning a weighting factor in the objective function for calculation of the optimal
solution as shown in (4.1). The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the amount of
power that the system is able to deliver to science users with variable priority while
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satisfying all the system constraints including power flow equations, voltage
constraints and current constraints.

objective
max ∑ ( w1 PSN i 1 + w2 PSN i 2 + w3 PSN i 3 )

i = 1L m

(4.1)

i

subject to

PSN i 1 + PSN i 2 + PSN i 3 = PSN i
P = V Diag G Bus V
I BB ≤ I max
V SN ≥ V Shutdown
V min ≤ V SS ≤ V max
0 ≤ PSN i 1 ≤ C1i PSN i Max
0 ≤ PSN i 2 ≤ C 2 i PSN i Max
0 ≤ PSN i 3 ≤ C 3i PSN i Max
Where:
m: total number of science nodes
PSNi1, PSNi2, and PSNi3: loads at science node i of each priority
w1, w2, and w3: weighting factors for the loads at each priority
P: vector of power injections at all the nodes
VDiag: diagonal matrix of the voltages at all the nodes
V: vector of voltages at all the nodes
GBus: node conductance matrix
IBB: vector of the backbone currents.
Imax: current limit of the backbone cable.
VSN: vector of voltages at science nodes
VSS: vectors of voltages at shore stations
VShutdown: shutdown voltage of the DC-DC converters at the science nodes
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Vmin and Vmax: minimum and maximum voltage output levels of the shore station
power supply
C1i, C2i, and C3i: percentage factors for loads of each priority at science node i
PSNiMax: maximum load at science node i
In the optimization problem defined by (4.1), the objective function is the sum of
the total power delivered to all the science nodes in the system. The first constraint
assures that the total load at a particular science node equals to the sum of the loads at
the three different priorities. The second constraint is the power flow constraint. It
means that the operating condition has to satisfy the power flow equations. The third
one shows that the backbone current has to be less than or equal to the current limit.
The fourth constraint ensures that the science node voltage is higher than the
converter shutdown voltage. The fifth constraint shows the range of permissible
power supply output voltage. The last three constraints show how the loads at the
science node are partitioned into the three different priorities. These percentage
factors show how much load is categorized in each priority at a particular science
node.
The priorities of the loads at the science nodes are categorized into three levels:
high, medium, and low. The weighting factors are constants in the objective function
to favor higher priority loads since loads with a higher priority are assigned with a
larger weighting factor.
The power injection vector contains power injections at all the nodes including the
BU nodes where power injections are zero. The matrix and vector for voltages
includes the shore station voltages, science node voltages and branching unit node
voltages. The node conductance matrix is similar to the node admittance matrix with
only the resistive elements.
The objective of this nonlinear optimization problem is to maximize the total load
being served to all science nodes of the system. The problem is solved by Sequential
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Quadratic Programming (SQP). While the solution for the optimization problem is
continuous, in reality, the science node loads are discrete since they are either
connected or disconnected. In order to obtain a meaningful solution for the operator to
decide which external loads to be switched on or off, the algorithm needs to produce a
discrete solution. The optimal discrete solution to this problem is to choose the closest
discrete neighbor of the continuous optimal solution. The solution is obtained by the
Branch and Bound technique [42]. This method takes the continuous solution variable
and uses the upper and lower discrete neighbor as boundaries for that variable,
effectively introducing an integer constraint on the number of loads served. These
additional constraints are added to the original set one at a time. After adding the new
constraint, the optimization problem is solved again to see whether there is a feasible
solution. If there is, then test the other boundary constraint in the same manner.
Solutions to the two problems are compared to find the optimal solution of the
discrete problem.
4.2.1 Load Management for NEPTUNE

The NEPTUNE system topology is shown in Figure 4.3 with 2 shore stations and
46 science nodes. The cable resistance is assumed to be 1 Ω/km and the cable
distances are shown in kilometers.
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Figure 4.3: NEPTUNE system topology

The internal loads at science nodes are the communications devices. These loads
should always be at the highest priority in any situation. The external loads at science
nodes are divided into three levels of priority. The priority for a specific science user
should be stated in the user contract.
For this system, the variables in (4.1) are defined as the following:
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 P1 
 M 
  P 
 P46   BU 
  − − − 
P
P =  47  =  P SS 
 P48  

  − − − 
 P49  

 M   P SN 
 
 P94 

P BU

 P1 
=  M  = [0]
 P46 

P 
P SS =  47 
 P48 

P SN

 P SN1   P49 


=  M  =  M 
 PSN   P94 
 46 

Where:

PBU: power injections at the branching unit nodes
PSS: power outputs at the shore stations
PSN: power injections at the science nodes.
 V1 
 M 
  V 
V46   BU 
  − − − 
V
V =  47  =  V SS 
V48  

  − − − 
V49  

 M   V SN 
 
V94 
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V BU

V 1 
=  M 
V46 

V 
V SS =  47 
V48 

V SN

V SN1  V49 


=  M  =  M 
VSN  V94 
 46 

0
V1


V2


V Diag=


O


V94 
0

Where:

VBU: voltages at the branching unit nodes
VSS: voltage outputs at the shore stations
VSN: the voltages at the science nodes.
These matrices and vectors are included in the second constraint such that the
power flow equations are satisfied. The matrix form of the power flow equations is
give by (4.2).

0   G1,1 L G1,94   V1 
 P1  V1

 M =
 M
O
O
M   M 
  

 P94   0
V94  G94,1 L G94,94  V94 

(4.2)

The third constraint defines maximum allowed current on the backbone cable.
Backbone cable current is given by (4.3).
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I BB

 I BB1 

T V
=  M  = ( AGBB )  BU 
 V SS 
 I BB 50 

(4.3)

Where:
A: node incidence matrix
GBB: backbone cable conductance matrix.
Table III shows a list of the system parameters and their limits.
Table III: System parameter limits
Name of Parameter

Symbol

Backbone Current Limit

Imax

Value
(unit)
10 A

Converter Shutdown Voltage

Vshutdown

5.9 kV

Shore Station Maximum Voltage Output

Vmax

11 kV

Shore Station Minimum Voltage Output

Vmin

9 kV

In the following section, the 48 node system is used as a test case to show the
results of the proposed load management algorithm for different scenarios.

4.3 Test Scenarios and Numerical Results

The test scenarios in this sections are based on the system topology shown in
Figure 4.2 and the parameters defined in Table III.
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4.3.1 Scenario 1

The internal load is assumed to be 1000 W. The efficiency of the DC-DC
converters is assumed to be 93 %. For the external load, loads at the high priority are
assumed to be up to 1000 W at each science node. Loads with medium and low
priorities are assumed to be up to 4000 W and 4000 W respectively. The increment of
the loads is assumed to be 50 W. The voltage outputs at the two power supplies are
fixed at 10 kV. The solution is shown in Table IV. Although the system has 48 nodes
in total, the 2 shore stations do not serve underwater loads. Hence, only 46 underwater
nodes are serving science users.
In this scenario, the first 2000 W at each science node is used to serve the internal
loads and high priority loads. The remaining power at each science node is used to
serve the medium priority loads and no low priority load is served. Notice that this
scenario shows the optimal operating condition of the system under which the
maximum amount of power is served without any load scheduling. The total power
being delivered to the science nodes is 122.4 kW. The total power input from the
shore stations is 152.7 kW. The difference represents losses of the converters and
cables
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Table IV: Optimal solution for 48 node system
Node #

Power (W)

Node #

Power (W)

Node #

Power (W)

1

2700

17

2700

33

2650

2

2700

18

2700

34

2650

3

2700

19

2700

35

2650

4

2700

20

2700

36

2700

5

2700

21

2700

37

2700

6

2650

22

2700

38

2700

7

2650

23

2700

39

2650

8

2650

24

2700

40

2650

9

2650

25

2700

41

2650

10

2650

26

2650

42

2650

11

2650

27

2650

43

2650

12

2600

28

2600

44

2650

13

2600

29

2600

45

2650

14

2600

30

2600

46

2650

15

2600

31

2600

16

2700

32

2650

4.3.2 Scenario 2

In this scenario, it is assumed that the operating condition is the following: 1000
W of internal load, 500 W of high priority load, 700 W of medium priority, and 300
W of low priority at each science node. The high priority science users at each science
node request to turn on 200 W at every science node. A power flow simulation of the
system shows that there will be a violation of the current constraints by adding the
new loads without disconnecting any existing loads. Therefore, some lower priority
loads have to be shed. By applying the proposed optimization algorithm with the
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additional loads as new constraints, a new operating condition can be obtained by
shedding some lower priority loads at science nodes to satisfy the system constraints.
The result is shown in Table V.
Table V: Solution for scenario 2
Node #

Power (W)

Node #

Power (W)

Node #

Power (W)

1

2500

17

2600

33

2500

2

2500

18

2600

34

2600

3

2500

19

2650

35

2600

4

2600

20

2700

36

2700

5

2600

21

2700

37

2700

6

2600

22

2700

38

2700

7

2600

23

2700

39

2700

8

2600

24

2700

40

2700

9

2600

25

2700

41

2600

10

2600

26

2600

42

2600

11

2600

27

2600

43

2600

12

2550

28

2500

44

2600

13

2550

29

2500

45

2600

14

2550

30

2500

46

2600

15

2500

31

2500

16

2600

32

2500

In this case, some of the low priority loads at a number of science nodes need to
be shed in order for the high priority loads to be switched on while satisfying the
system constraints. The actual load switching procedure will be performed by an
operator based on the terms described in the user contract. A sample of the proposed
user contract is included in the Section 4.4.
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4.3.3 Scenario 3

In the case of a backbone cable fault, the NEPTUNE power system will
completely shut down to prevent damages due to the high fault current. The system
will then perform fault location and isolation at a much lower voltage level (≈ 500 V)
to isolate the faulted link so that the rest of the system can be restored. After the
process is complete, the system is restored back to the normal operating voltage.
Since the post-fault system topology has changed, it is likely that the system cannot
supply power at its optimal level. The Load Management algorithm is used to decide
the best operating condition and appropriate actions to take.
In this scenario, suppose the link connecting node 46 and 47 has experienced a
backbone cable fault and is isolated. Effectively the Port Alberni shore station is out
of service. The system would not be able to operate at the pre-fault operating
condition in the new topology since only the Nedonna Beach shore station is able to
supply power. An optimal solution for this new topology is obtained by the
optimization algorithm and the results are shown in Table VI.
The result shows that only about 60 % of the original load can be served if the
Port Alberni shore station is out of service; therefore, loads with lower priorities will
be switched off in order to satisfy the system constraints
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Table VI: Solution for scenario 3
Node #

Power (W)

Node #

Power (W)

Node #

Power (W)

1

1500

17

1500

33

1450

2

1500

18

1500

34

1450

3

1500

19

1500

35

1450

4

1500

20

1500

36

1450

5

1500

21

1500

37

1450

6

1450

22

1500

38

1450

7

1450

23

1500

39

1450

8

1450

24

1500

40

1450

9

1450

25

1500

41

1500

10

1450

26

1450

42

1500

11

1450

27

1450

43

1450

12

1450

28

1450

44

1450

13

1450

29

1450

45

1450

14

1450

30

1450

46

1450

15

1500

31

1450

16

1500

32

1450

4.4 NEPTUNE Power System User Contract

The user contract is the agreement between the science users and NEPTUNE. The
information in the contract should contain the priority and type of the load, precise
time schedule of the load, and detail sensor network infrastructure. A simplified
version sample user contract is included in Section 4.4.1.
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4.4.1 Sample User Contract

NEPTUNE Power hereby agrees to supply electrical service to Science User and
to permit the User to consume power for the loads listed on Appendix A per the
prescribed schedule, attached hereto and as may be hereinafter amended.
NEPTUNE Power desires to set forth the terms and conditions under which power
will be supplied to the User under the schedule selected. Three schedules of power
delivery will be available for the customer to choose between, schedule A, schedule B,
and schedule C. The three schedules of power represent a priority of supply.
Schedule A Power: This represents the highest priority of supply. Loads under
schedule A will be the last science loads de-energized in the event of system
overloading.
Schedule B Power: This represents the mid range priority of supply. Loads under
schedule B de-energized before schedule A loads but after schedule C loads in the
event of system overloading.
Schedule C Power: This represents the lowest priority of supply. Loads under
schedule C will be the first science loads de-energized in the event of system
overloading.
Power will be supplied under the following conditions:
1. User understands and agrees that electric service under all three schedules may
be interrupted by NEPTUNE Power at any time that a system emergency exists and
load reduction is needed to maintain system integrity.
2. User understands that load shedding will be performed in accordance with the
load schedules but that system integrity supersedes the load schedule hierarchy.
3. Changes in user load due to trigger events or environmental changes must be
fully documented in Appendix A. Incorrect documentation of load characteristics may
result in the load being disconnected from the NEPTUNE infrastructure, both power
and communications.
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Appendix A:
Load 1 Profile:
1) Load description:
2) Peak load:
3) Load type:
4) Duty cycle:
5) Trigger events:
a. load energized by trigger event:
b. load de-energized by trigger event:
6) Load schedule:

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, an optimization based load management algorithm is presented for
NEPTUNE. The approach is to maximize the total load taking into account the system
constraints as well as load priorities. Although the nonlinear optimization approach
only solves the problem with continuous variables, a discrete solution is obtained by
selecting the closest neighbor of the continuous solution.
The Observatory Control System (OCS) that has access to all the PMACS and
Data Communication System (DCS) functionalities will serve as the high level
control for NEPTUNE. The user contract aspects described in this paper will be
handled by the OCS, likely with a significant degree of autonomy.
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Chapter 5: Optimization Based Method to Identify Cable
Resistance
In terrestrial power systems, parameter identification and system modeling are
normally performed to identify and update system models for dynamic simulation [23]
– [28]. Such studies are needed due to the fact that accurate models are required in
order to perform stability analysis. An inaccurate model may fail to predict the
outcome of a system disturbance or operation, resulting in an unexpected or undesired
system state.

5.1 Parameter Identification for NEPTUNE

One of the essential data categories acquired by the NEPTUNE PMACS is the
system topology with node connections and cable resistances. All the PMACS
functions including State Estimation, Fault Location, and Load Management require
this knowledge to produce an accurate result. Therefore, the system model used in
these modules needs to be as accurate as possible.
The cable resistances being used in the system models of the PMACS EMS
modules are assumed to be constant based on resistance per unit length and cable
length. The cable length does not change but the resistance per unit length is not a
constant due to the temperature of seawater. Since the size of the overall system
contains over a few thousand kilometers of cable, a small change in the resistance per
unit length could lead to a significant error especially for functions that require
accurate data. In the case of State Estimation, the voltages at the branching unit nodes
and currents on the backbone cables are not directly measured but estimated based on
the available measurements from the shore stations and science nodes. The estimation
algorithm described in [37] uses the assumed cable resistances in the model. If the
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value used in the model is not a good representation of the actual system, the
estimated outcomes may provide false information. In Load Management, the
algorithm uses the system model in the process to constraint the science node voltages
and backbone currents to make sure the system stays within normal operating
conditions before a science node load is turned on or off. An error in the cable
resistance may result in a violation of voltage or current limit. The Fault Location
module of PMACS requires accurate knowledge of the cable resistance since the
estimation of the location of the fault is based on only the measurements from the
shore stations and the network topology. The outcome from this module can not
provide an accurate result if the system topology model is not accurate. As a result,
PMACS needs to be able to adjust the cable resistances in the models for the module
to provide the desired functionality.

5.2 Cable Resistance Variation

Cable resistances are normally specified at a particular temperature. The actual
resistance of the cable varies with respect to the temperature with a temperature
coefficient. A typical temperature coefficient for submarine cables is about 0.4 %/°C.
For example, the cable resistance for TyCom SL-21 cable is 0.73 Ω/km at 3 °C and
0.78 Ω/km at 20 °C. In the same manner, several degrees of temperature difference of
the seawater can lead to a change of a few percent in the cable resistance. The actual
cable resistance per unit length can be calculated based on (5.1).
R A = RS + RS (T A − TS )α

(5.1)

Where:
RA: actual resistance per unit length
RS: manufacture specified resistance per unit length at a specific temperature
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TA: actual temperature in °C
TS: manufacture specified temperature
α: temperature coefficient in %/°C.

Seawater temperature varies seasonally and cable sections close to the shore are
likely to experience a larger variation in terms of temperature. From historical data of
ocean bottom temperature in [43] – [44], it can be seen that the temperature varied
over a range of approximately 1 °C to 7 °C depending on the location of the
measurements. This observation shows that the cable resistances in this area can vary
over a range of approximately 3 %. If the cable resistance is specified at 1 Ω/km and
the section is 100 km long, the actual cable resistance a cable section is 103 Ω while
the modeled resistance is only 100 Ω. If the current on this is 5 A, the difference in
voltage drop is 15 V. For NEPTUNE, temperature compensation for cable resistance
needs to be taken into account due to the physical size of the system. The total length
of cables used in NEPTUNE is over a thousand kilometers.

5.3 Optimization Based Cable Resistance Identification

For the NEPTUNE system, the loads at the science nodes are controlled by
PMACS. At any given time under a normal operating condition, PMACS has
information on the amount of power being delivered to each science node. The
voltage outputs at the shore stations are collected by the Power Supply Controller and
sent to the PMACS Console by the Server every second. PMACS can perform power
flow analysis of the system using (5.2).

n

Pi = Vi ∑ Yik Vk
1

(5.2)
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Where:
n: number of nodes
Pi: power injection at node i
Vi, Vk: node voltages at nodes i and k respectively
Yik: element of the node admittance matrix

The power injection at a specific bus is defined to be the power being injected into
the system. For a bus with a generator connected to the transmission system this value
will simply be the output power of the generator, since generators will inject power
into the transmission system. For a load bus it will be the negative of the load since
loads will remove power from the transmission system. For busses with both a
generator and loads, the injection will be the net sum of the two values. For the
NEPTUNE power system the generators are the two shore stations which have no
scientific loads. The loads are the science users at the science nodes, which have no
generators. Since NEPTUNE is a DC system, the node admittance matrix can be
simplified to the node conductance matrix which contains only the real-valued
element as in (5.3). In this case, the off-diagonal elements, Gik, of the node
conductance matrix are the negative values of the reciprocal of the cable resistances
connecting nodes i and k. The diagonal elements, Gii, are the sum of all the reciprocal
of the cable resistances connected to node i. The solution to this power flow problem
is the voltages at the load busses and power outputs at the generator busses which can
be solved by various numerical methods.

n

Pi = Vi ∑ Gik Vk
1

Where:
Gik: conductance between nodes i and k

(5.3)
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The real-time voltage measurements at the science nodes are collected by the
Node Power Controller and the data is sent to the PMACS Console from the Server
once every second. The power output, voltage and current outputs at both shore
stations are also collected by the Shore Power Controller. These measurements are
also sent to the Console from the Server every second. For the purpose of this study,
the voltages measured at the science nodes are used as input parameters into the
power flow formulation to calculate the resulting power injection at the nodes. Once
the power flow problem is solved and solutions obtained, these values are compared
with the real-time measurements to check if they match each other. If the values are
matched, it means that the model used in the power flow formulation is correct;
otherwise, the model needs to be updated to reflect the actual system condition. To
update the model of the system, the cable resistances need to be adjusted.

5.3.1 Quadratic Programming for Resistance Update

Since the errors between the measured and calculated power injections at the
nodes can be positive or negative, linear optimization technique cannot be used to
solve this problem and hence, in order to update the cable resistance, the quadratic
programming technique is used to minimize the sum of the squares of the errors. The
general form of quadratic programming is shown in (5.4).

min
x

1 T
x Hx + f T x
2

(5.4)

Subject to:
Ax ≤ b
Aeq x = beq
lb ≤ x ≤ ub
Which:
H: (n x n) symmetric matrix describing the coefficients of the quadratic terms
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f: n-dimensional column vector describing the coefficients of the linear terms
A, b: inequality constraints
Aeq, beq: equality constraints
lb, ub: lower bound and upper bound for the decision variables
x: column vector of decision variables

In this study, the decision variables will be the elements of the node conductance
matrix, Gik, and the H matrix and f vector are elements consist of the node power
injections and voltages. To put the problem into the general form of a quadratic
programming problem as in (5.4), start by rewriting (5.3) for all n busses into (5.5)
and (5.6).
P1 = V12G1,1 + V1V2G1, 2 + L + V1VnG1,n

(5.5)

M
Pn = VnV1G n ,1 + L + VnVn −1G n ,n −1 + Vn2 G n ,n

(5.6)

The n equations can be expressed in a matrix form (5.7).
P = VDiag G Bus V

Where:
 P1 
P =  M 
 Pn 

(5.7)
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V Diag

0
V1

= 
O

 0
Vn 

 G1,1 L G1,n 


G Bus =  M O
M 
Gn ,1 L Gn ,n 
V1 
V =  M 
Vn 

Since the GBus matrix is symmetric, only the diagonal elements and the offdiagonal elements in either the upper or lower triangle are needed. These elements are
the entries of vector G.

 G1 
 G1,1  

 G   G2 
 1, 2   M 
G= M =


 G (1+ n ) n 
Gn −1,n   2 −1 
 Gn ,n   G (1+ n ) n 


2



The mth element of this vector, Gm, is the element Gik in the GBus matrix with the
following condition (5.8).

m = (i − 1)n + k −

(i − 1)i
2

By rearranging (5.7), it can be expressed as (5.9).

(5.8)
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P = Vmatrix G

(5.9)

Where:
Vmatrix: n ×

(1 + n)n
matrix with entries as in (5.10)
2
if Gm = Gik ≠ 0 and j = i or k
otherwise

V V
Vmatrix ( j , m) =  i k
 0

(5.10)

The error between the measured and calculated power injection at node i is given
by (5.11).



n





k =1



ε i = Pi − Vi ∑ GikVk 

(5.11)

Where:
εi: error of power injection at node i
The square of the error is given by (5.12).


 n

ε =  Pi − Vi ∑ Gik Vk 
 k =1



2

2
i

 n
  n

= Pi − 2 Pi Vi ∑ Gik Vk  + Vi ∑ Gik Vk 
 k =1
  k =1


(5.12)
2

2

For a specific node i, assuming node i is connected to nodes j, k, and l, the
equations (5.5), (5.11), and (5.12) can be written as (5.13), (5.14), and (5.16).
Pi = Vi 2 Gi ,i + ViV j Gi , j + ViV k G i , k + ViV l Gi ,l

(5.13)
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ε i = Pi − (Vi 2 Gi ,i + ViV j Gi , j + ViVk Gi ,k + ViV lGi ,l )

(5.14)

= Pi − Vi 2Gi ,i − ViV j Gi , j − ViVk Gi ,k − ViV lGi ,l

ε i2 = Vi 4 Gi2,i + Vi 2V j2 Gi2, j + Vi 2Vk2 Gi2,k + Vi 2Vl 2 Gi2,l
+ 2Vi 3V j Gi ,i Gi , j + 2Vi 3Vk Gi ,i Gi ,k + L

(5.15)

− 2 PiVi 2 Gi ,i − L + Pi 2

The sum of the square of the errors, εT, is given by (5.16).

n

ε T = ∑ ε i2

(5.16)

i =1

The matrix form of (5.16) can be obtained by substituting (5.9) and (5.12) into
(5.16) as in (5.16).

ε T = G T AG + B T G + P T P

(5.17)

T

 G1,1 
 G1,1   G1,1 
T
G 
G  G 
 1, 2   P1   P1 
 1, 2   1, 2 
=  M  A M  + B T  M  +  M   M 
 




Gn −1,n   Pn   Pn 
Gn −1,n  Gn −1,n 
 Gn,n 
 Gn ,n   G n ,n 




 

Where:
n

Aij = ∑ Vmatrix (u, i ) × Vmatrix (u, j )
u =1

n

Bm = −2∑ PiVmatrix (i, m)
i =1

i, j = 1,L ,

(1 + n)n
2
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(5.17) is consistent with the general form of quadratic programming problem as
shown in (5.4). Since a constant term does not affect the outcome of an optimization
problem, the last term in (5.17) can be dropped from the model. By multiplying all of
the entries of the matrix A by 2, (5.17) becomes the general form of the quadratic
programming and can be solved using MATLAB. The function evaluated at the
solution is compared to the sum of all power injections at the nodes to ensure that the
algorithm provides an acceptable solution. To illustrate the procedure of problem
formulation and the construction of the matrices and vectors, a simple 4-bus system is
shown in the Section 5.3.2.

5.3.2 Four Bus System Test Case

A 4-bus simple system as shown in Figure 5.1 is used to show the formulation of
the quadratic programming algorithm as described in the last section.
R34

Node 3

Node 4

R23

R13

R24

R12
Node 1

Node 2

Figure 5.1: 4-bus system
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R12 = 250 Ω

R13 = 250 Ω

R23 = 300 Ω

R24 = 200 Ω

R34 = 200 Ω

The loads at nodes 1 and 2 are both 2000 W; therefore, the power injections P1
and P2 are both equal to -2000 W. The generators are located at nodes 3 and 4, the
voltage outputs at these 2 nodes are assumed to be fixed at 10000V. The node
conductance matrix for this system is:

G Bus

− 0.004 − 0.004
0 
 0.008
− 0.004 0.01233 − 0.0033 − 0.005

=
− 0.004 − 0.0033 0.01233 − 0.005


− 0.005 − 0.005
0.01 
 0

The power flow solution of this system gives the following results:
P3 = 2557.4 W

P4 = 1456.4 W

V1 = 9960.33 V

V2 = 9970.87 V

The matrix representation of (5.7) and (5.9) for this system are given by:
 P1  V1 0 0 0 
V1 
P   0 V

V 
0 0
2
 2 = 
G  2
 P3   0 0 V3 0  Bus V3 
  

 
 P4   0 0 0 V4 
V4 
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 G11 
G 
 12 
 G13 
 
0
0
0
0
0  G14 
 P1  V112 V1V2 V1V3 0 0

P  
0
0 V22 V2V3 V2V4 0
0
0  G22 
 2  =  0 V1V2
 
 P3   0
0
V1V 0 0 V2V3
0
V32 V3V4 0  G23 

  
0
0
0 0
0
V2V4 0 V3V4 V42  G24 
 P4  10444
444444442444444444443  
Vmatrix
G33 
G 
 34 
G44 
1
23
G

Since G14 is zero in this system, Vmatrix and G can be reduced by omitting the
corresponding column and row. Following the formulation described in the last
section, the resulting matrix A, vector B and the total squared error, εT, are given by:
T

 G11   G11 
 G11   P1 
ε T =  M  A M  + B T  M  +  M 
G44  G44 
G44   P4 

T

 P1 
M
 
 P4 

 V14
V13V2
V13V3
0
0
0
0
0
0 
 3

2 2
2
3
2
2
0
0
0 
V1 V2 2V1 V2 V1 V2V3 V1V2 V1V2 V3 V1V2 V4
V13V3 V12V2V3 2V12V32
0
V1V2V32
0
V1V33 V1V32V4
0 


V1V23
0
V24
V23V3
V23V4
0
0
0 
 0
A= 0
V1V22V3 V1V2V32 V23V3 2V22V32 V22V3V4 V2V33 V2V32V4
0 


V1V22V4 V1V2V32 V23V4 V22V3V4 2V22V42
0
V2V3V42 V2V43 
 0
 0
0
V1V33
0
V2V33
0
V34
V33V4
0 


 0
0
V1V32V4
0
V2V32V4 V2V3V42 V33V4 2V32V42 V3V43 


0
0
0
0
V2V43
0
V3V43
V44 
 0
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− 2 P1V12


 − 2 P1V1V2 − 2 P2V1V2 
 − 2 P1V1V3 − 2 P3V1V3 


− 2 P2V22



B = − 2 P2V2V3 − 2 P3V2V3 


− 2 P2V2V4 − 2 P4V2V4 


− 2 P3V32


 − 2 P3V3V4 − 2 P4V3V4 


− 2 P4V42



These parameters are used as inputs to the quadratic programming algorithm
described in (5.4) and it becomes:

T

G11 
G 
 12 
G13 
 
G22 
1 
min G23
G 2

G24 
G 
 33 
G34 
 
G44 

 2V14
2V13V2
 3
2 2
2V1 V2 4V1 V2
2V13V3 2V12V2V3

2V1V23
 0
 0
2V1V22V3

2V1V22V4
 0
 0
0

 0
0

0
 0

2V13V3
2
1 2 3
2 2
1 3

2V V V
4V V

0
3
1 2

2VV
0

0
2V24
2V1V2V32 2V23V3

0
2
1 2 3
2
1 2 3
3
2 3
2 2
2 3
2
2 3 4
3
2 3
2
2 3 4

0
2
1 2 4

0

2VV V
2VV V

2VV V
0

0
0
3
2V1V3 2V1V32V4

2V V
4V V

2V23V4
0
0
2
3
2V2 V3V4 2V2V3 2V2V32V4

2V1V2V32 2V23V4 2V V V
2V1V33
0
2V V

4V22V42
0

2V1V32V4
0

2V2V3V42 2V33V4
2V2V43
0



− 2 P1V12


 − 2 P1V1V2 − 2 P2V1V2 
 − 2 P1V1V3 − 2 P3V1V3 


− 2 P2V22



+ − 2 P2V2V3 − 2 P3V2V3 


− 2 P2V2V4 − 2 P4V2V4 


− 2 P3V32


 − 2 P3V3V4 − 2 P4V3V4 


− 2 P4V42



T

G11 
G 
 12 
G13 
 
G22 
G23 
 
G24 
G 
 33 
G34 
 
G44 

0
0

0

2V V V
0

0
2V34

2V2V3V42
2V33V4
4V32V42
2V3V43

0 G11 
 
0 G12 
0 G13 
 
0 G22 
0 G23 
 
2V2V43 G24 
0 G33 
 
2V3V43 G34 
 
4V44 G44 
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The constant term which is the sum of the squares of all power injections at the
nodes is dropped from the formulation. Since we know the diagonal elements of the
GBus matrix are positive and the off-diagonal elements are negative, these are used as

the inequality constraints. For the equality constraints, the diagonal elements of the
GBus matrix, Gii, is the sum of all conductance connected to node i. The upper bound

and lower bound of the decision variables are set at ± 2 % of the cable resistance.
Assuming the actual cable resistances are 2 % smaller than the known values, a
power flow analysis is performed to generate voltage outputs at the nodes. These
voltages are used as the measured voltages at the science nodes. Feeding these values
back into the original model produces a mismatch in terms of power injections at the
nodes. The quadratic programming algorithm is then used to solve for a new set of
conductance that would minimize the total squared error by MATLAB. The results
are shown in Table VII.
Table VII: Simulation results for the 4-bus system
Actual Cable Resistance (Ω)

Estimated cable Resistance (Ω)

R12

245

245.1

R13

245

245.0

R23

294

293.8

R24

196

196.1

R34

196

196.2

5.3.3 Validation of the Resistance Identification Algorithm

For a quadratic programming problem, a sufficient condition for a unique global
solution is that the matrix H in (5.4) is positive definite. However, the matrix H in the
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NEPTUNE problem is not positive definite. Therefore, a global optimal solution can
not be guaranteed.
Since the decision variables in this problem are the resistances of the backbone
cables, it is not likely to vary over a large range but a smaller range within a few
percent. The actual percentage can be determined by historical data of the ocean
temperature in the area. If real-time temperature is available, the constraints in the
formulation can be adjusted to reflect the appropriate values.
Once a solution is obtained from the algorithm, the function evaluation of (5.4) is
compared to the sum of all power injections at the nodes. If the difference between the
two is small enough, the solution correctly updates the system model to reflect the
change of parameters.
5.4 Simulation Results for the NEPTUNE System

The 48-bus system shown in Figure 4.2 is used to test the resistance identification
module described in the chapter. The length of the backbone cables is in kilometers
while the resistance of the cable is assumed to be 1 Ω/km. The length of all the spur
cables is assumed to be 5km. The temperature coefficient of the cables is assumed to
be 0.4 %/°C. The first step is to construct Vmatrix and G in (5.9). There are a total of 94
nodes with 46 science nodes, 46 branching unit nodes, and 2 shore stations. The total
number of cable sections is 96 with 50 backbone cables connecting the branching unit
nodes and shore stations and 46 spur cables connecting the branching unit nodes and
the science nodes. The dimensions of Vmatrix and G are 94 × 4656 and 4656 × 1
respectively. However, due to the sparse nature of the GBus matrix, most of the nondiagonal elements are zero. The actual dimensions are 94 × 190 and 190 × 1 instead.
The dimensions of A and B are therefore 190 × 190 and 190 × 1 . The construction of
these matrices and vectors are described in the Chapter 5.3.1.
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5.4.1 Test Case 1

Assuming the ocean bottom temperature has changed by +5 °C, this change in
temperature will lead to a resistance increase by approximately 2 %. Since the spur
cable is short and the change in resistance is insignificant, only the resistances of the
backbone cables are changed. A power flow analysis is performed to simulate the
measured voltages at the science nodes. These voltages are inputted into (5.7) with the
original GBus model. Due to the inconsistency between the power flow model and the
actual system parameter, the resulting power injections at the science nodes do not
match the values observed by PMACS. Then resistance identification module is
performed to a new set of backbone cable resistance with the objective to minimize
the mismatch between the power flow outputs and observed values. The results are
shown in Table VIII.
From the results shown in Table VIII, it can be seen that the optimization based
resistance identification algorithm is able to update the resistance of the model to
reflect the real world scenario. The new model is a better representation of the system.
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Table VIII: Estimated resistance for test case 1
Link
#

R(Ω)

Estimated
R(Ω)

Link
#

R(Ω)

Estimated
R(Ω)

Link
#

R(Ω)

Estimated
R(Ω)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

102
83.3
41.31
60.59
53.86
92.82
81.19
30.09
65.79
66.2
64.97
64.77
59.36
55.9
67.01
77.21
73.75

101.5
82.88
41.3
60.18
53.8
92.26
81.06
29.73
65.2
65.95
64.58
64.28
58.99
55.1
66.52
76.82
73.41

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

68.65
78.64
46.21
77.01
78.64
78.85
13.67
71.81
74.46
65.28
27.13
76.81
99.76
30.09
70.18
100.88
63.95

68.22
78.3
45.89
76.31
78.05
78.1
13.56
71.44
74.08
64.86
27.01
76.38
99.14
29.8
69.88
100.8
63.92

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

63.95
72.93
77.72
19.17
58.34
57.32
52.22
51.82
36.82
57.53
51.61
51.71
50.59
73.85
74.97
75.38

63.93
72.89
77.7
19.16
58.02
56.95
51.14
51.25
36.4
57.28
51.26
51.28
49.98
73.31
74.29
74.66

5.4.2 Test Case 2

In this test case, it is assumed that the temperature has been increased by 10 °C
which can lead to a change in resistance of up to 4 %. However, the constraints in the
optimization formulation only allow the resistance to change over the range of 2 %. In
this case, the updated resistance values reach the limits and conclude that is the best
solution within the feasible region. The results are shown in Table IX.
As shown in Table IX, the updated resistances do not provide a significant
improvement since the range of resistance variation is too large. However, the
performance can be improved if the constraints in the algorithm are updated to allow a
higher limit. For example, if real-time seawater temperature is available to PMACS,
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the module can adjust the constraints in the algorithm to compensate for the
unexpected behavior.
Table IX: Estimated resistance for test case 2
Link
#

R(Ω)

Estimated
R(Ω)

Link
#

R(Ω)

Estimated
R(Ω)

Link
#

R(Ω)

Estimated
R(Ω)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

104
84.9
42.12
61.77
54.91
94.64
82.78
30.68
67.08
67.5
66.24
66.04
60.52
57
68.32
78.72
75.2

101.9
82.88
41.3
60.18
53.84
92.7
81.09
30.01
65.66
66.1
64.92
64.58
59.24
55.42
66.83
76.99
73.58

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

70
80.18
47.12
78.52
80.18
80.39
13.93
73.21
75.92
66.56
27.66
78.32
101.72
30.68
71.56
102.86
65.2

68.28
78.42
45.97
76.67
78.5
78.45
13.58
71.49
74.22
65.13
27.03
76.57
99.42
29.92
69.95
100.81
63.92

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

65.2
74.36
79.24
19.55
59.48
58.44
53.24
52.84
37.54
58.66
52.62
52.72
51.58
75.3
76.44
76.86

63.94
72.89
77.7
19.16
58.14
57.08
51.16
51.44
36.55
57.31
51.4
51.59
50.06
73.43
74.33
74.87

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, an algorithm is described to identify the mismatch between the
cable resistance in the model and the real system. The approach uses a quadratic
programming technique to minimize the error between the power flow results and the
observed values.
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks
To effectively study the ocean, data needs to be collected by scientific instruments
over an extended period of time. A cabled observatory system provides a suitable
infrastructure for this purpose by providing power to these instruments. NEPTUNE is
an underwater observatory located under the northeast Pacific Ocean that allows
scientists to connect their instruments to the system. Power and communication
capabilities are provided to users at the science nodes so that on-going studies of the
processes under the ocean can be conducted. This dissertation deals with the design
and implementation aspects of the NEPTUNE power system, including data
monitoring and control, operations, and software modules development.
The design of the NEPTUNE power system involves a number of engineering
challenges due to its physical location and the nature of a DC networked
configuration: the development of an equivalent to the SCADA system and EMS of
terrestrial power systems, the requirement of high reliability, lack of available
measurements on the backbone to locate a fault within a small distance, insufficient
power to supply all the loads, and changes in the resistance parameter that requires the
ability to update system model. Solutions to meet these challenges are proposed in
this dissertation. The contributions are summarized as follows:
1)

The Power Monitoring and Control System (PMACS) is developed to
provide the functions of SCADA and EMS for the NEPTUNE power
system. PMACS consists of hardware and software modules for data
handling, control operations, and system analysis. PMACS for the MARS
test bed is implemented and has passed the factory acceptance test.

2)

The Fault Location module of PMACS is developed to locate a backbone
cable fault within ±1 km using only available measurements from the
shore station and the system topology by solving simultaneous non-linear
equations. The algorithm is a generalized version of the resistance
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estimation technique used by point-to-point system. The generalization
allows the algorithm to be used on networked systems. The same
technique can be applied to underground power cables.
3)

The Load Management module of PMACS is developed to determine the
optimal load condition of the system based on non-linear optimization with
the priorities of the science node loads. The objective is to maximize the
total power delivered to the users while satisfying the system constraints.

4)

A cable resistance identification algorithm is developed to update the
parameters in the system model based on quadratic programming by
comparing the power injections at the science nodes. The approach finds
the optimal solution of the cable resistances based on the power flow
output. The ocean temperature variation is taken into account.

The algorithms proposed in this dissertation provide solutions that address
challenges and difficulties for an underwater observatory system. Similar systems
would find the results presented in this dissertation to be applicable. Some algorithms
developed such as the Fault Location module can be applied to underground power
cables since the reliability requirement of such systems is similar to an underwater
power system.
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